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Why attend? 
The FEFCO Technical Seminar is a very 
effi cient and cost-effective way to meet 
most of your suppliers in a relaxed but 
professional environment. Already more 
than 90 exhibitors have booked a stand. 

If you want to maximise your presence in 
Geneva, come and attend the conference 
sessions. They offer a good training 
opportunity, tailor-made for managers 
working in production, maintenance, 
logistics, R&D and marketing.

The 2019 theme is Mastering our 
processes, a topic chosen by the FEFCO 
Production Committee for the corrugated 
audience. 

This year, all lunches and coffee breaks 
will take place on the exhibition space. 
This means even more time to meet 
your suppliers and exchange with FEFCO 
members from all over Europe and beyond. 
FEFCO is pleased that for the fi rst time, 
ICCA corrugated members will be able 
to participate and take home useful 
knowledge to meet the future challenges 
of the corrugated industry. 

Moreover, Geneva is in the heart of Europe 
and very easy to reach. Palexpo is located 

within walking distance from the airport, 
making it even more convenient for you! 
Hotels are all located near the venue, 
creating many opportunities to mingle with 
your peers. 

The FEFCO Technical Seminar has been 
growing steadily for more than 10 years. 
Why? Probably because it is highly 
focused, inspiring and targeted. Members 
remain engaged throughout the whole 
seminar. We count on your presence to 
make this event another successful one! 
We would be very pleased to hear our 
members say again “Wow! That was the 
best FEFCO technical seminar ever! 

Editorial
Three weeks ago, 
more than 175 
Corrugated Industry 
leaders from around 
the globe attended 

the International Corrugated Case 
Association (ICCA) Global Summit in 
Palm Beach FL. It was a great time of 
learning, networking and sharing of best 
practices. Global issues which face our 
industry were discussed and actions are 
underway to tell our wonderful corrugated 
story and to address any misinformation 
that might exist. Outside speakers from 
Walmart, IKEA, Ocean Conservancy 
and World Wildlife Fund (WWF) shared 
their perspectives on packaging and the 
environment. Attendees left the event 
energized and looking forward to the 2021 
Global Summit in Europe.

Later this year, another global event will 
occur in Palexpo, Geneva. FEFCO will host 
its biennial FEFCO Technical Seminar 
on October 9-11, 2019. More than 1,000 
participants from over 40 countries 
are expected to attend and discuss 
the pertinent topics of our industry. 
There is no other conference available 
that focuses solely on the corrugated 
industry and tackles such topics as order 
entry, paper parameters, digital printing, 
predictive maintenance, test methods, 
e-commerce, artifi cial intelligence and the 
impact of legislative changes in Europe 
and other parts of the world. The event 
also includes a machinery and industry 
supplier exhibition, along with conference 
sessions especially put together for 
corrugated board manufacturers. Whereas 
ICCA focused its agenda on strategic 
topics such as communications and 
the environment, the FEFCO Technical 
seminar will place its emphasis on 
the technical issues surrounding our 
converting plants and paper supply. 

FEFCO has graciously opened this 
event to our ICCA Associations and its 
members. I encourage you to clear your 
calendars and plan to attend this great 
event. You will defi nitely leave with more 
knowledge and enthusiasm about our 
industry.

Dennis J. Colley
ICCA President & CEO

From 9 - 11 October 2019, 
the FEFCO Technical Seminar is the 
place to be! 
The FEFCO Technical Seminar is the only platform 
in Europe offering the corrugated industry an 
incomparable combination of high-level seminar 
sessions, supplier spotlight presentations and an 
exhibition.

There is still time to register 
for this highly focused and 
valuable event for corrugated 
professionals! There is so much 
going on in the sustainable 
packaging world. Don’t miss out!

Angelika Christ
Secretary General 
FEFCO
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The 2019 event will 
focus on “Mastering our 
processes” where, with our 
suppliers, we will take our 
industry to the next level, 
improving and innovating 
both for today and the 
future.

Day 1

9 OCTOBER 2019
The conference will tell the story of a box 
from the customer order through the 
corrugating process to fi nal delivery. 

The fi rst session will explore market 
challenges and technological innovations 
and their impact on order management 
planning. 

Paper is a beautiful material, but it’s not 
always easy to work with. Temperature, 

moisture and other factors have a huge 
impact on the corrugating process and 
the quality of the board produced. We will 
examine ways to achieve the flatness, 
strength and printability our customers 
demand.

This will be followed by a review of EU 
policies and their impact on corrugated. 
The EU focus on plastic presents new 
opportunities for materials like corrugated 
packaging, but it also sets challenges and 
limitations in the long run. 

Production Committee chairs: Łukasz 
Nęcki, AQUILA VPK - Mihnea Baldea, Rondo 
- Semih Çelebi, Olmuksan International 
Paper

Day 2

10 OCTOBER 2019
The second day will start by exploring the 
possibilities of digital in converting and 
how it can drive improvements and add 
value. Is a move completely to digital a real 
option?

Maintenance is key for any production 
environment. This session will focus 
on mastering predictive maintenance 
to improve reliability, using a practical 
example to show the challenges and 
benefi ts. 

Artifi cial Intelligence is the latest buzz word 
but does it have a role in the corrugated 
industry? We will hear how we can use 
Artifi cial Intelligence (AI) to optimise 
the production process, reliability and 
resources. 

Programme Highlights

Edoardo Finotti 
Model, Switzerland

Łukasz Nęcki
AQUILA -VPK, Poland

Chairman: 
Marc Van Damme 
VPK Packaging, 
Belgium

Klaus Lüke 
Klingele, Germany

Not shown:
Hervé Dehaynin
SAICA

Julian Pachniewski
VDW, Germany

Astrid Glasenapp-
Odeberg
Innventia, Sweden 

Steve Parr
Smurfi t Kappa, UK

Krassimira Kazashka
FEFCO

Antoine Renaer
DS Smith Packaging, 
Belgium 

Semih Celebi
International Paper, 
Turkey

The FEFCO Technical Seminar 
is the only event in Europe that 
offers infi nite opportunities 
to broaden your knowledge, 
grow your network, discuss 
with peers, meet suppliers 
and discover fascinating 
innovations.

Marc Van Damme
PC Chairman

Members of the Production Committee
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DAY 1 - WEDNESDAY 09 OCTOBER

08:00 Registration opening

09:00 Welcome coffee and exhibition visit

11:00 President’s Welcome address
Jan Klingele, FEFCO President

11:20 Conference Session 1 video 
Sessions Chaired by Łukasz Nęcki, AQUILA VPK - 
Mihnea Baldea, Rondo - Semih Çelebi, Olmuksan 
International Paper

11:25 Presentations (60’)
•  Order management and planning (30’)

Bart Verbruggen, OM Partners

•  Temperature, moisture and paper tension – the 
next step on the way to achieve a better fl atness of 
corrugated board (30’)
Marek Motylewski, Mondi

12:25 Questions and Answers (10’)

12:35 Break

12:45 Spotlights Session 1 (45’)

13:30 Lunch on the exhibition fl oor

14:50 Presentations (80’)
•  Paper parameters and their impact on the corrugated 

process (30’)
Panu Räsänen, Metsä Board

•  Digitalization in strength estimation of corrugated 
materials. A new way (30’)
Tomasz Garbowski, Femat

•  EU policies and their impact on corrugated (20’)
Krassimira Kazashka, FEFCO

16:10 Questions and Answers (10’)

16:20 Coffee break and exhibition visit

17:40 Spotlights Session 2 (60’)

19:00 Sponsored Cocktail Reception 

Main Sponsor

FEFCO has updated the 
folding standard as part of 
the standards for converting 
equipment. The update offers a 
tool for companies to evaluate 
the folding quality of the boxes 
with a statistically sound 
approach. 

Creep is a problem for 
corrugated packaging. We 
will hear about new counter 
measures providing a radically 
new concept in controlling 
moisture.

The market and EU institutions are becoming increasingly attentive 
to the safety of materials and articles in contact with food, and this 
includes corrugated. We will examine ways to measure migration 
and demonstrate compliance with legislation.

Production Committee chairs: 
Klaus Lüke, Klingele - Edoardo Finotti, Model - Astrid Odeberg 
Glasenapp, RISE

Day 3

11 OCTOBER 2019
E-commerce offers real 
opportunities for growth 
in corrugated, but can the 
business keep up with the 
speed? We will hear views from 
both sides of the Atlantic.

Consumers are becoming 
more environmentally aware 
and socially conscious. We 
will look at how to step up our 
value proposition and show 
the sustainability of corrugated 
products. 

The FEFCO Health & Safety 
Committee has a strong focus 
on machine safety. We’ll learn 
how it works together with 
suppliers to improve safety at 
our production sides. 

Having good employees is key 
to business continuity. How 
can our industry fi nd good 
employees, train them to be 
agile and keep them motivated 
to stay? You will hear case 
studies from across our industry. 

Finally, we will challenge common beliefs about the corrugated 
business by offering a new perspective and market approach. We 
will round off with a panel discussion by high level representatives 
from our industry.

Mastering our 
processes is 
continuous learning 
and getting a little 
better every day!

Klaus Lüke
Klingele

The FEFCO technical 
seminar offers an 
excellent opportunity to 
fi nd out about the latest 
technical innovations in 
our industry, meet good 
friends and exchange 
knowledge. I’m delighted 
to welcome you to 
Geneva, a beautiful 
city with international 
appeal. Switzerland 
has packaging and 
innovation in its blood – 
an exceptional event is 
guaranteed!

Edoardo Finotti
Model

Conference Programme 
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DAY 2 - THURSDAY 10 OCTOBER

08:30 Conference session 2 video 
Conference Sessions Chaired by Klaus Lüke, Klingele 
- Edoardo Finotti, Model - Astrid Odeberg Glasenapp, 
RISE

08:35 Presentations (60’)
•   The conventional and digital way of converting (20’)

Marcel Heller, Model - Klaus Lüke, Klingele

•   Mastering maintenance – advantages and 
needs! (20’)
Steve Parr, Smurfi t Kappa UK 

•   The role of Artifi cial Intelligence in mastering 
process reliability (20’)
Richard Jeffers, RS Components

09:35 Questions and Answers (10’)

09:45 Coffee break and exhibition visit

11:00 Spotlight Session 3 (60’)

12:00 Spotlight Session 4 (60’)

13:00 Lunch on the exhibition fl oor

14:15 Presentations (60’)
•  New Folding Standard – FEFCO (20’) 

Michael Frey, Consultant

•  Mastering moisture! (20’)
Jesper Berthold, - Astrid Odeberg Glasenapp, RISE

•  Migration, conformity and test methods – an 
overview! A new way of thinking (20’)
Dr Thomas Gude, SQTS

15:15 Questions and Answers (10’)

15:25 Coffee break and exhibition visit

16:30 Spotlight Session 5 (60’)

17:30 Spotlight Session 6 (60’)

19:00 Exhibition closes

DAY 3 - FRIDAY 13 OCTOBER

08:30 Conference session 3 video
Conference Sessions Chaired by Marc Van Damme, 
PC Chairman - Antoine Renaer, DS Smith - Hervé 
Dehaynin, SAICA - Julian Pachniewski, VDW

08:35 Presentations (65’) 
•  US view on e-commerce (25’)

Jay Singh, Orfalea College of Business 

•  The e-commerce experiences (20’)
Soria Santiago, DS Smith 

•   Sustainability is an essential part of our
business (20’)
Outi Marin, Smurfi t Kappa

09:40 Questions and Answers (10’)
Steve Parr, Smurfi t Kappa

09:50 Presentations (35’)
•  Machine safety in practice (25’)

Stefan Buchner, Smurfi t Kappa - Sabine Nellen, 
Mondi - Richard Lancaster, VPK

• Safety Innovation Award winner presentation (5’)

• Safety Award ceremony (5’)

10:25 Coffee break and exhibition visit

11:25 Presentations (45’)
•  Training your employees. Good practices! (25’)

SPP Poland, IP, Klingele 

•  New market approach in a new environment (20’)
Greg Tucker, CEO Bay-Cities

12:10 High-level panel discussion “Looking into the future: 
turn challenges into opportunities”
Speakers: Jan Klingele, Klingele - Saverio Mayer, 
Smurfi t Kappa - Richard Coward, VPK - Sarah Model, 
Model - Greg Tucker, Bay-Cities

13:10 Award Ceremony and Conference closing

13:40 Lunch followed by coffee on the exhibition fl oor

14:30 Exhibition closes - End of the Technical Seminar

9-11 October 2019 - Palexpo - Geneva
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Brand Stand number 

Absolute 67

Albany 80

Al-GAR 105

Alliance 1

Ammeraal Beltech 24

Apex International 52

ASAHI 165

ATS 88-89

Avanti Conveyors/Inspire Automation 43-45

Bahmüller 72-73

Barberan 36-37

Baumer hhs 169

Baviera 31

BCM Transtech 66

BHS 134-135-136-137

BillerudKorsnäs 34-35

BOBST 90-91-92-93

Borregaard 30

BP Agnati 3-4-5

BW Papersystems 68-69

Cargill 96-97

Celmacch 32-33

CITO-SYSTEM 19

Conprinta 112

Corr24 130-131-132-133

Corrucleaner 10

CUIR 168

Dueker Group 54-55-56-57

Duo-Technik 166-167

Durst 162-163

EDF Europe 82-84

EFI - Electronics for Imaging 26-27-28-29

Elitron IPM 113

EMBA Machinery 79-81

Emmepi Group 51-53

Engico 14

Erhardt+Leimer Corrugated GmbH 39

Feltri Marone 42-44

FEMAT 6

Flexo Concepts 85

Fosber 58-59-60-61

Fossaluzza 94

Friese 110-111

G Technologies 7

Ghelfi 20

Göpfert 70-71

Brand Stand number 

GTS (Europe) 98

Hamburger Containerboard 102-103

Highcon 129

HP 63-65

ISRA VISION AG 119

JB Machinery 12

JD Engineers 2

JKSP 11

Karimov 13

Karl Marbach 101

Kiwiplan 9

Koenig & Bauer 160-161

Lamina 49

Lemtapes 164

Macarbox 122-123

Marotech 22

Mayr-Melnhof Karton 8

Metsä Board 86-87

MHI Europe 74-75-76-77

MINDA 23-25

Mondi 118

MOSCA 64

Mühlen Sohn 104

NE Engineering 124-125

OM Partners 128

OMS 48

Pamarco 116-117

Policart 78

Re Controlli Industriali 62

Renova 83

RTS 50

SEEMI 46

SERRA 95

Signode 170-171

SMB 16

SRC 15

SUN Automation 106-107-108-109

Tiruña 40-41

Toyo Ink 47

TRESU 114-115

TS Group 17-18

Valco Melton 38

Valmet 126-127

VEGA 99

VoluPack 100

Witron 21

List of Exhibitors
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Practical Information 
For all practical information regarding the 
Technical Seminar (exhibition, registration, 
sponsorship, travel, hotel bookings) please 
visit www.fefco.org/fefco-technical-
seminar-2019

Registrations
It is still possible to register! For individual 
registrations please register online: 
http://www.fefco.org/fefco-technical-
seminar-2019/registration

For group registrations please contact 
FEFCO. 

Spotlight sessions deadlines
•  Registration for spotlight sessions:

30 June 2019

•  Spotlight fi le delivery to FEFCO:
31 July 2019 

•  Production Committee: Spotlights 
presentation review and feedback to 
participants
30 August 2019

•  Final Spotlight fi le delivery to FEFCO:
13 September 2019

•  Final speaker name and presentation title 
to FEFCO: 
13 September 2019

Hotel Booking 
Please note that if you want to secure 
a room close to Palexpo, FEFCO highly 
recommends that you book your 
accommodation as soon as possible. 

Warning regarding fake hotel agencies!
Some real and fake agencies are 
contacting our event delegates to offer 
hotel reservation services at outstanding 
conditions. If you receive a call from 
anyone claiming to be booking rooms 
on behalf of FEFCO or Palexpo, DO NOT 
use their services. All reservations should 
be made directly with the hotels via the 
contact information or links on the FEFCO 
web site.

Sponsorship 
There are still some options available. If 
you would like to increase the visibility 
of your brand during the event, please 
contact: nathalie.schneegans@fefco.org. 

The FEFCO Awards 
The Spotlight is a 6 minute presentation 
featuring innovations in production and/
or a service related to corrugated board 
manufacturing.

The sessions are fully integrated within 
the conference programme and open to all 
attendees. They always generate a great 
deal of interest amongst our delegates. 

The FEFCO jury is composed of members 
of the Production Committee who choose 
the winners for the following categories: 

•  Best Innovation (Gold, Silver and Bronze 
Award) 

• Best presentation 

• Sustainability Award 

•  Special Award for the most inspiring new 
FEFCO member 

The Award Ceremony will be held on Friday 
11 October at 13:10 

FEFCO Health and Safety 
Award 
The Corrugated Industry is continuously 
working to improve health and safety 
features and procedures. Machine and 
process safety are crucial elements in 
accident prevention at our plants. Many 
incidents can be prevented by designing, 
installing, operating and maintaining safer 
machines.

In order to underline the importance of 
health and safety, FEFCO has decided to 
honour suppliers that deliver outstanding 
improvements with a FEFCO Safety 
Innovation Award. The ceremony will take 
place during the offi cial programme of the 
Technical Seminar 2019 in Geneva.

The Safety Innovation Award is a joint 
initiative of the FEFCO Health and Safety 
Committee and the FEFCO Production 
Committee.

The Health and Safety Award Ceremony 
will be held on Friday 11 October at 10:15. 

FEFCO Lifetime Achievement 
For the second time, FEFCO will present 
awards to managers from the industry in 
recognition of their lifelong commitment 
to driving forward technical developments 
within the corrugated industry.

Useful information 

•  Palexpo - Route François-Peyrot 30 Case postale 112, 
CH-1218 Le Grand-Saconnex, Switzerland
www.palexpo.ch

•  The FEFCO exhibition will take place in Hall 1 and the conference will be held 
in the Congress Centre just below the exhibition hall 

•  Free public transport in Geneva: 
How does it work? When checking in, you will receive the Geneva Transport 
card which will enable you to use all public transport, free of charge during 
the entire duration of your stay. 

•  At the airport visitors can claim an 80-minute ticket at the airport baggage 
hall for a free bus or train ride to Geneva.

•  Geneva tourism information: www.geneve.com
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Why? As a circular industry, FEFCO wants 
to explain the benefi ts of corrugated 
- 100% recyclable, bio-based and 
biodegradable - to broader audiences. With 
the continuous debate around plastics and 
plastic packaging it was the perfect time 
to share these facts, especially since 18 
March was Global Recycling Day! 

The objective was to develop a media/
influencer network in order to better 
amplify our messages online. FEFCO also 
wanted to strengthen relationships with a 
core group of influencers and encourage 
the participants to share the benefi ts of 

corrugated packaging with their wider 
networks.

Who were they? 
•  4 influential trade press journalists from 

Packaging Europe, Packaging News, 
European Supermarket Magazine, Gazeta 
Prawana 

•  5 bloggers and influencers on sustainable 
living (also engaged with CPI UK) 

•  2 NGOs: Zero waste Europe, Zero Waste 
Week

• Think Tank: European Policy Centre

FEFCO Infl uencer days
18-19 March 2019

In this European election year, when the EU institutions are focused 
on the future of Europe and its political transformation, FEFCO opted 
for talking directly to infl uencers to show them the performance of 
corrugated and its sustainability. FEFCO decided to invite and host 
journalists, bloggers and online infl uencers for two days of activities in 
Brussels. 

Inspired by nature, we want to 
make all materials sustainable 
and circular.

Rozalina Petrova, 
Policy Offi  cer at the EU 
Commission
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What were the results? 
•  Increased social media visibility of the 

FEFCO messages to a wider target 
audience

•  165 posts on the FEFCO social media 
channels

•  Increased number of impressions thanks 
to high numbers of tweets and posts 

•  High activity around the event hashtag 
#FID2019 and #circularbynature

•  Increased conversation engagement 
during the event (3.1 K) 

•  Relevant interaction from MEPs, EP 
Policy Advisors and numerous mentions 
by stakeholders, media and influencers.

•  Wide press coverage 

FEFCO’s Influencer Days emphasised 
the importance of reducing, reusing, 
and recycling for consumers and 
for businesses and the fact that the 
corrugated industry is an essential player 
and model for a Circular Economy.

On the fi rst day, after a long journey, 
FEFCO welcomed the participants to 

its offi ce. Influencers got to know each 
other, some of them only knew each other 
virtually! The FEFCO team then briefly 
described Corrugated, its missions and 
benefi ts and emphasised its recyclability. 
“We want every fi bre back,” said FEFCO 
General Secretary Angelika Christ. “Give us 
your used packaging, and we’ll make new 
boxes out of it.” 

The participants were impressed by their 
visit to a VPK mill and corrugated board 
plant and could see for themselves how 
recovered paper is transformed back 
into new packaging; this was a concrete 
introduction to the paper recycling 
process.

The tour was guided by Patrick Leclercq 
(Business Unit Manager VPK Corrugated) 
and Alexis Zenner (Business Unit Manager 
VPK Paper). What we saw after the fi rst 
day was that there is nothing better than 

going out and seeing things with your own 
eyes! 

At the end of the day, after a enjoyable 
dinner in Brussels, participants were 
exhausted but engaged. We thank them 
for bravely enduring FEFCO’s intensive 
programme! 

On the second day, FEFCO organised 
another exciting programme including a 
visit to the European Parliament and to 
DS Smith Brands & Experience Offi ce. The 
influencers were impressed by the top floor 
view of the EU Parliament where Uroš-
Valentino Saraja, Assistant to MEP Davor 
Škrlec (European Parliament), hosted the 
group. The visit was further appreciated 
after the lively discussion on policy issues 
with Rozalina Petrova, Policy Offi cer at 
the EU Commission on essential topics 
such as the circular economy, separate 
collection, recycling, and food waste. 

Visit of the VPK paper mill and corrugated Packaging plant in Dendermonde near 
Brussels. The visit was hoted by Patrick Leclercq (corrugated business unit) and 
Alexis Zenner (business unit manager for VPK Paper).

Visit of the VPK recycled paper mill

Patrick Leclercq - VPK corrugated business 
unit Manager
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The fi nal activity of day two was a trip 
to the Brand & Experience Centre of DS 
Smith, located in the historic Tour & Taxis 
building, a former postal warehouse. 

This was certainly the right place to be 
for an overview from DS Smith experts 
and designers on the latest e-commerce 
packaging trends. They learnt how 
to design a parcel effectively to avoid 
unnecessary space and protect the 
goods in the best way. During the visit, 
influencers had the opportunity to discover 
many other complex situations in which 
corrugated packaging demonstrates its 
ability to catch the attention of consumers, 
to protect goods in the right way, striking 
the right balance between over- packing 
and under-packing. 

The day ended with an ‘Easter Egg’ 
challenge. Participants had to pick the 
right packaging for a hard-boiled egg that 
would be able to withstand the harsh 
handling of packages along multiple touch 
points of the supply cycle.

What did FEFCO learn from this 
experience? 
First of all, the days were a success in 
terms of organisation, the smooth running 
of the programme, atmosphere among 
participants, and the members who 
helped FEFCO organise the visits. FEFCO 
would like to thank everyone involved in 
this programme, the participants and the 
organisers. 

Secondly, nothing works better than 
hands-on experience and concrete 

examples. Words cannot compete with the 
real world. 

Finally, FEFCO would like to repeat the 
initiative and continue to strengthen its ties 
with a network of journalists, packaging 
and sustainable experts, designers, and 
people inspired by sustainability, who 
are willing to spread positive news about 
corrugated and recycling. 

FEFCO also counts on you to spread the 
word to your network. Why don't you 
organise such an event yourself?   

If we take inspiration for the whole economic model from nature, 
we cannot fail. That is the driving force of the circular economy. 
Such a concept makes quality of life and sustainability possible.

Uroš-Valentino Saraja
Assistant to MEP Davor Škrlec

In front of the virtual store at DS Smith Brands 
& Experience offi  ce
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Approximately 200 participants and 10 
Exhibitors visited this interesting event 
organised by Fruchthandelsmagazin a 
leading German Fruit & Vegetables trade 
magazine. 

The focus this year was on the 
sustainability of packaging and 
environmentally friendly alternatives to 
plastic packaging. 

The role of packaging is to protect and 
pack goods, but it should also be used 
to sell the product and be informative 
for the consumer. Corrugated packaging 
is flexible enough to fulfi l requirements 
on sustainability, circular economy and 
product protection to prevent food waste.

At the conference, Thomas Maiwald, 
Market & Environment Director presented 

the CFQ-standard, the new food contact 
packaging guideline and the “tray selector”, 
a convenient web-based tool that enables 
the easy selection of the most appropriate 
corrugated tray for every type of produce.

For the Fruit and Vegetable sector, 
packaging is coming more and more into 
focus because retailers and consumers are 
creating pressure to fi nd new packaging 
solutions. Some interesting developments 
are now available for berries and soft fruits 
which will facilitate the substitution of 
plastic by paper-based solutions. 

The FEFCO stand was a popular place to 
visit and created a lot of attention thanks 
to the table football and the attractive 
corrugated apple-box give-aways. All these 
were in line with our Circular by nature 
campaign and messages. 

The feedback from most forum 
participants was very positive. The 
“packaging journey” is not over, it is just 
starting, and the F&V professionals need 
more information and knowledge about 
sustainable packaging solutions.

Some highlights regarding this event are 
available on YouTube. Just search for the 
European Packaging Forum 2019 page!

Highlights from the European 
Packaging Forum 
FEFCO was Gold sponsor of the fi rst European Packaging Forum (EPF) 
for Fruit and Vegetables in Düsseldorf on 5 and 6 June 2019.
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New Sympathiser Members
A big welcome to new members who have 
recently joined FEFCO.

Sympathiser members

•  Ghelfi 
www.ghelfi ondulati.com
Italy

•  GTS Europe
www.gtseurope.co.uk
UK

•  Highcon
www.highcon.net 
Israel

•  ISRA
www.isravision.com
Germany

•  N.E. Engineering
www.ne-engineers.com
Italy

•  Toyo Ink
www.toyoink.com.tr
Turkey

•  VoluPack
www.volume-software.com
France

•  Zecher
www.zecher.com
Germany

ICCA Announces Offi  cers for 2019-2020
The International Corrugated 
Case Association (ICCA) Board 
of Directors elected offi cers 

for the 2019 – 2020 term at their Board of 
Directors Meeting held 23 May 2019 at The 
Breakers in Palm Beach, Florida. Chairman 
Tom Hassfurther from the Packaging 
Corporation of America (PCA) and Second 
Vice Chairman Michael Lefave of Kruger 
Packaging LP will remain in their positions. 
Jan Klingele, Chief Executive Offi cer of 
Kingele Papierwerke GmbH, was elected to 
First Vice Chairman. 

The next election of offi cers will occur 
during the Association’s Board of Directors 
Meeting in May 2020.

New Publications

Food Contact Guidelines
In March 2019, 
FEFCO in 
cooperation 
with the paper 
& board supply 
chain, CEPI, Cepi 
ContainerBoard, 
CITPA and other 
associations 
developed 
the new 
Food Contact 
Guidelines. The document replaces the 
existing Industry Guideline (2012).

It covers paper, paper packaging and 
tissue. Sec ondary and transport 
packaging are also included. The Food 
Contact Guidelines is a self-regulation for 
the paper and board industry. 

LCA 
In May 2019, 
FEFCO and 
CepiContainer 
Board launched 
the new 2018 
LCA brochure.

Every three years 
FEFCO and Cepi 
ContainerBoard 
issue a report and 
a database of life 
cycle inventory (LCI) data for corrugated 
base papers and corrugated products. 
The goal is to provide high quality and 
transparent LCI data for use in life cycle 
studies.

This ninth 2018 report shows substantial 
improvements and demonstrates the 
efforts made by the European Corrugated 
Industry and its paper suppliers to lower 
their impact on the environment.

Details of the 2018 report can be 
downloaded at: www.fefco.org/lca
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FEFCO Technical Seminar
9-11 October 2019
Palexpo Geneva – Hall 1 
Switzerland
www.fefco.org/fefco-technical-
seminar-2019

Paper presents
Joint industry event 
CEPI ACE FEFCO FEPE
4 September 2019
Radisson Red - Brussels, Belgium

PRIMA
17-18 September 2019
Prague, Czech Republic
www.prima-paper.com

Print Show
17-19 September 2019
Birmingham, UK
www.theprintshow.co.uk

FachPack  
24-26 September 2019 
Nuremberg, Germany 
www.fachpack.de
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For the 50th edition of 
FEFCOnnect, we have decided to 
give it a makeover. FEFCOLINK 
is the new name, FEFCO will 
continue to bring you the latest 
news from the industry. We 
hope you like it, please give us 
your feedback!


